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Ehrenfeucht’s conjecture states that every language L has a finite subset I; such that, for any 
pair (g, It) of morphisms, g and h agree on every word of L if and only if they agree on every 
word of E We show that it holds if and only if every infinite system of equations (with a finite 
number of unknowns) over a free monoid has an equivalent finite subsystem. It is shown that 
this holds true for rational (regular) systems of equations. 
The equivalence and inclusion problems for finite and rational systems of equations are 
shown to be decidable and, consequently, the validity of Ehrenfeucht’s conjecture implies the 
decidability of the HDOL and IYi’OL sequence quivalence problems. The simplicity degree of 
a language is introduced and used to argue in support of Ehrenfeucht’s conjecture. 
0. IlNtmductiuu 
The first step in showing the decidability of DOL sequence equivalence 
problem in [4] was to reformulate the problem in the following form for specific 
g, h and L. Given a language L c Z* and two morphisms g, h : l!i* ---, 2’“, test 
whether g(x) = h(x) for each x in L, that is whether g and h are equivalent on L, 
in symbols g k bt. The decidability of this problem has been studied for various 
types of languages (morphism equivalence for family ZZ), cf. survey [3]. 
Clearly related is the following conjecture by Ehrenfeucht (Problem 108 in 
[ 11 I): For every language L E Z* there exists a finite subset F of L such that for 
any pair of morphisms on Z*, g g h iff g g h. Such a finite subset F has been 
called a test set for L in [7] where it has been shown that Ehrerdeucht’s 
conjecture holds true for every language over a binary alphabet. 
Ehrenfeucht’s conjecture can be translated into the terminology of systems of 
equations over a free monoid. It says that every infinite system of equations of a 
certain very special form has an equivalent finite subsystem. In Section 2 we show 
a result which emphasizes the importance of Ehrenfeucht’s conjecture from 
purely algebraic point of view, namely that it is equivalent o the following: Every 
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infinite system of equations (with finite number of unknowns) over a free monoid 
has an equivalent finite subsystem. 
We also consider rational (regular) systems of equations. The effective existence 
of tests sets for rational (regular) languages [6] implies that for each rational 
system of equations a finite subsystem can be effectively constructed. 
In Section 3 we show that the equivalence problem for finite systems of 
equations over 2’ is dccidahle by reducing it to the solvability problem shown to 
be decidable by Makirnin in [13]. This result is then extended to the equivalence 
and inclusion problems for rational systems of equations over c*. 
Among the applications of this result the most interesting is that for DOL and 
DTOL languages the existence of a test set implies its effective existence. This, in 
turn. means that the validity of Ehrenfeucht’s conjecture implies the decidability 
of the well known HDOL sequence equivalence problem and the DTOL sequ- 
cncc equivalence problem, cf. [3]. 
In the last section we introduce the notion of simplicity degree of a language. It 
yields a classification of simplifiable languages introduced in [8]. We believe, it is 
of interest o’r~ its own but our main purpose is to show results which give some 
support for the validity of Ehrenfeucht’s conjecture. 
1. Preliminaries 
For havic properties of free monoids and some elementary results of formal 
language theory we refer the reader to [9]. The following is mentioned mainly to 
establish notation. 
A free monoid generated by a finite alphabet Z is denoted by Z? Its elements 
;irc called words or strings. The identity element of Ic*, so-called empty word, is 
denoted by A. and 2 + = 2* -{A}. For a word x, 1x1 denotes its length, and for a 
finite alphabet 2,1X1 denotes its cardinality. For two words x and y, X-C y denotes 
thiat x is a prefix of y, i.e. there is a z t X* so th,at y = xz. Prefix x is proper if xf A 
and z f A. We call a set prefix if none of its elements is not a prefix of another. 
Our basic notion is that of a morphism from a free monoid into another free 
monoid, in symbols 11 : Z* --, A*. We call h h-free if h(a) # A for each a in Z. By a 
CO& WC mean an injective morphism, while a coding refers to a morphism h 
*;:it isfying lh( a )I = 1 for each a in 25. By a f?refix code (resp. suffix code) we mean a 
mol ,-hism such that none of the images of geb;erators i a prefix (resp. suffix) of 
:\notIItjr. By a biprefi code we mean a morph&n which is both prefix and suffix 
code. All of these are special cases of so-called bounded delay morphisms, cf. e.g. 
[ 14). We shall need also some other special types of morphisms. A morphism h is 
~lled utotnic if it is of the form h(a) = nb, 13(x)=x otherwise, or of the form 
It(cr I= ha, 11(x! = x otherwise, for some a and h in 2’. Any composition of atomic 
morphisms, including the zeroth power, i.e. the identity morphism I, is called 
yibasiatomic. Finally, for two morphisms g :X* ---, A* and h : X’f + A*, with 
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C f7 Cr = 8, we define a morphism g U h : (% U&)* + A* by setting [g U h](a) = 
g(u), for each Q in Z, and [g U h](u) = h(u), for each a in &. 
A DOL-system is a triple (C, h, x), where C is an alphabet, h is a morphism 
C**_** and x is a nonempty word in 2”. A DOL system defines a DOI, 
sequence when h is applied iteratively to x :x, h(x), h2(X), . . . . If such a sequence 
is mapped by another morphism, say f :C* -* A*, an IDOL sequence is obtarned. 
Thus, an HDOL system can be identified with a qr,radruple (S, h, X, f). For the 
basic properties of DOL systems as well as the definition of a DTOL system we 
refer to [14]. 
We say that two morphisms g, h : Z* 3 A* are equivalent on a language 
L E X*, in symbols g k h, if g(x) = h(x) for each x in I.. We call a finite subset F 
of L a test set for L if, for any pair of morphisms (g, h), g g h if and only if 
g g h. Our basic interest is in the following: 
Ebrenfedt’s Conjecture. For every language over a finite alphabet here exists a 
test set. 
Let L be a language and x a word over 2 *. We say that x is morphically forced 
by I.,, if for all pairs of morphisms g and h, g k h implies g(x) = h(x). A language 
L is called independent if none of its words is morphically forced by the rest of the 
language. This means that for any x in L there exist morphisms g and h such that 
g g h, where L’ = L -{x}, and g(x! .+ h(x). 
Let N={X_r,..., x,,} be a finite set of variables (unknowns) and 2 be a finite 
alphabet. An equation with n unknowns over C* is of the form 
where u, u E (N, X}*. A system of equations is a (finite or infinite) collection of 
equations. A solution of an equation (or a system of equations) with n unknowns 
over c* is an n-tuple from (2”)“. Formally, a solution of a system S is nothing 
but a morphism h : (NUX)” -+ X* such that h(u) = a, for each a in 2, and 
h(u) = h(u) for each equation u = u in S. Two systems St, S2 of equations are 
called equiuulenr if they have exactly the same solutions. Finally, a system S of 
equations is called independent if it is not equivalent to any of its proper 
nonempty subsystems (sub-sets). 
2. A gemualizatbn of Ehreufeucht’s conjecture 
We now show that the existence of a test set for a language of certain type is 
equivalent to the existence of an equivalent finite subsystem for a Tystem of 
equations over 2Y* of ‘the same type’. 
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To have a convenient notation for systems of equations over Z* (both finite and 
infinite) we define it formally as fohows. 
A system of equations over 2:” with unknowns N is a binary relation S 5 
(NUZ)*x(NU~)*. A pair (w, U) E S represents the equation u = v. We say that a 
system of equations is rational (regular) if N is finite and S is a rational (regular) 
relation [2]. Similarly. we have an algebraic (push down) system of equations. 
A family of binary relations 5R is said to be morphically characterized by a 
family of languages 3? if the following holds: R E 9Q iff there exist two morphisms 
g. It and a language L ~3’ such that R = {(g(w), h(w)) 1 w E L) or briefly R = 
rg. ML. 
It is well known (Nivat’s theorem) that the family of rational (regular) relations 
is morphically characterized by the family of rational (regular) sets, and the family 
of algebraic (push down) relations by the family of algebraic (context-free) 
languages. 
buma 2.1. Tfte family of all binary r&tions is morphically characterized by the 
fmnily of all Iunguages. 
Proof. Obvious. Cl 
Let 9 be a family of languages. We say that a :;ystem of equations S, S E 
(IV U ,Ci* x (NU D*. is of type 9 (e.g. rational) if S belongs to the family of 
relations morphically characterized by 9, i.e. if S = If. g]L for L E 2 and some 
morphisms f and g. The discussion above justifies this terminology in the case of 
rational, algebraic and arbitrary systems of equations. 
We arc ready to show the correspondence between the existence of test sets for 
languages of type 9 and the existence of equivalent finite subsystems of equations 
of type 9. 
Theorem 2.1. Let 55’ be a family of languages. The following two statements are 
equivalmt: 
(i) Fur each L E 3’ there (effectively) exists a rest set. 
(ii) For each system of equations S of type 2 there (effectively) exists an 
cqrr %dent finite subsystem (subset of S). 
Pm.+. (ii) 3 (i). Let L E A?, L E Z*. Define s = ,(ti 1 CI E 21, and morphism p : S*+ 
? by p(a) = ii for each L( E X. 
C’onsidcr the system of equations S =[I, &, where: I is the identity morphism. 
C’lcarly, for morphisms f, g. f g g iff f U (g 0 p _ ‘) is a solution of S. System S is of 
type 9. therefore, by (ii), there exists an equivalent finite subsystem S’ of S. Let 
F he ;1 finite subset of Z__ such that S’ G [I, p]F. Now, if f g g, then f U (g 0 p-‘) is 
a solution of S’, therefore it is aEso a solution of S and thus f k g. Hence F is a 
test set for L. 
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(i) =$ (ii). Let S E (N U 2)” X (N U 2)” be a system of equakns of type 9, That 
means that there is L E 9, L E A* for some alphabet A, and morphisms f, g : A* + 
(IV 1J S)* such that S = If, g]L. By (i) there exists a test set F for L. Consider the 
system of equations S’ defined by S’ = u, g]K Let h be a solution of S’, i.e. 
h(u) = h(u) for each (u, U)E S’. This means h of g h 0 g. Since: F is a test set for L 
also h of k h 0 g which, in turn, can be written as h(u) = h(tl) for each (u, o) E S, 
i.e. h is also a solution of S. Thus every solution oi subsystem S’ is a solution of 
system S. Since the converse is obvious the system S and its finite subsystem S’ 
are equivalent. 
Finally, we observe that our constructions are effective, so if a test set for a 
language from 9 exists effectively, then also the finite subsystem S’ exists 
effectively and vice versa. 0 
Now, we are ready to state the following conjecture and demonstrate Its 
equivalence to the well known Ehrenfeucht’s conjecture. 
Conjecture AU For each arbitrary system S of equations (with a finite number of 
unknowns) over C* there exists (noneffectively) an equivalent finite subsystem 
(subset of S). Or alternately: no infinite system of equations is independent. 
Corollary 2.2. Conjecture A holds if Ehrenfeucht’s conjecture holds. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.1. Cl 
Since for every regular set there effectively exists a test set [6] we have the 
following. 
CoroUary 2.3. For every rational system of equations there effectively exists an 
equivalent finite subsystem. 
The corresponding result for algebraic equations is shown in [l]. 
3. The equivalence problem for systems of equations over a free momoid, and 
appkations 
Now, we show that the equivalence of two infinite systems of equations (with 3 
finite number of unknowns) over Z* is decidable. Clearly, this result extends to all 
types of systems of equations for which there effectively exists a finite subsystem, 
in particular, to rational systems of equations. We reduce these problems to the 
problem of the solvability of a system of equations shown decidable in [13]. 
Essential is the possibility to translate the nonequality into several systems of 
equations shown in [Sj. 
Theorem 3,l. Tlze equivalence problem for finite systems of equations (with a finite 
number of unknowns) is decidable. 
hf. Given two systems St, S,E (NU z)* X (NU if’)” we construct a finite 
number of systems Z1, . . . ,2$ such that St and Sz are equivalent iff for i = 
1 ,*-*, n no & has a solution. 
Let S,={ai=&Ij=l,...,r} and S,=(yj=6jIj=l,...,S} where each 
ai, pi, yi, t$ E (IV u E)*. Clearly, systems S1 and S2 are nonequivalent ifI either for 
some values of the unknowns and some k E (1, . . . , s} 
ai=& forj=l,...,r and ~k#& 
or for some values of the unknowns and some k E (1, . . . , r). 
(1) 
ak#& and yj=8j forj=l,...,s. (2) 
Similarly like in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [S] we trans!ate (I), for each value of 
k, into a finite number of systems of equations, that is to say, we construct a finite 
number of new systems of equations in such a way that at least one of these has a 
solution iff (1) is satisfied for some values of the unknowns IV. 
For each a E ,C we define systems of equations with unknowns NU{x} over C” 
bY 
S, U{y, = &ax}. (3) 
and 
s, u {ykax = 6,). (4) 
Furthermore. for each pair (a, b) E 2 X E’, a # b, we construct systems of equations 
with unknowns .NU{x, y, t} over X* as follows: 
S, U { yk = xay, & = xbz}. (5) 
Note that, for each k = 1, . . . , s, (3), (4) and (5) represent several systems each but 
altosether a finite number of systems. Symmetrically, we can translate (2) into a 
finite number of systems. 
Using the result of Makanin [13] we can test for each of the above systems, say 
z,..... Z”, whether it has a solution. If at least one of them has a solution, then 
systems S, and Sz are not equivalent, otherwise they are equivalent. 0 
-%roUary 3.1. The equivalence problem for r&onal systems of equations is decid- 
a br’e. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 3.1. Cl 
Corollary 3.2. Given two infinite languages L, and I+ L, E L2, it is decidable 
whether L, is a test set for Lz. 
Proof. t?y Theorem 3.1 after translating the problem into equations as shown in 
Se Aion 2. 0 
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Now we show that the inclusion problem for solutions of systems of equations 
can be reduced to the equivalence problem. 
The inclusion p&em for systems of equations is: given two systems Sf and & 
test whether each solution of S1 is also a solution of &. 
CorolUmry 3.3. The inclusion problem for finite or rational systems of equations is 
decidable. 
proof, Given two finite systems of equations S1 and S2, every solution of S1 is a 
solution of SZ iff S1 U SZ and S, are equivalent, which is decidable by Theorem 
3.1. For rational systems we first construct equivalent finite systems by Corollary 
2.2. 0 
Now, we will use Corollary 3.2 to show a rather surprising result, namely that 
Ehrenfeucht’s conjeztlwe implies the effective existence of test sets for DOL and 
DTOL languages and thus, in turn, the decidability of web known open prob!ems, 
for example the HDOL sequence equivalence problem, cf. [3]. 
Theorem X2. For every DOL language i, the existence of a test set implies that a 
test set for L can be effectively found. 
Proof. Let L = L(G) where G = (2, h, w) is a DOL system. Since L possesses a
test set, there exists the minimal p > 0 such that the set (w, . . . , hP-l(w)} morphically 
forces hP(w). i.e. if for arbitrary morphisms f and g 
f(hk(w))=g(hk(w)) for k=O,...,p-1, 
then 
f (hPb4 = g(hP(WD. 
This minimal p can be found effectively, since by Corollary 3.2 we can test 
whether (w, h(w), . . . , hPvl(w)} is a test set for the language 
(w, h(w), l * l , hP(w)}. We now show that for each nap, the set 
k, h(w), l 9 l , h”-‘(w)} morphically forces the string h”(w), which means that 
Iw, h(w), l . . , hpvl(w)} is a test set for L. 
Assume that there is N>p s,uch that hN(w) is not morphically forced by 
k, h(w), . . . , hNV1( w)}, that is there exist morphisms (Y, p such that ar (hk (w)) = 
p(hk(w)) for Osk<N and Cy(hN(w)) # fl(hN(w)). Let y =a 0 hNVP wd 6 = 
/3 0 hN-P. Morphisns y and 6 are equivalent on the set {w, h(w), . . . , W’-‘(w)} but 
r(hPW) = 4hN(wN # fHhNW = WhPW), a contradiction with the choice of 
P* q 
We may generalize Theorem 3.2 as follows: 
Theorem 3.3. For every DTOL language L, thp existence of a test set implies that u 
test set for L can be efectively found. 
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FBUMB& An easy modification of the proof of Theorem 3.2. Here Ehrenfeucht’s 
conjecture implies the existence of the minim& p such that the set F of strings 
derived in less than p steps by a given DTOL systerr.$ morphically forces each 
string derived in exactly p steps in G. Almost the same arguments as in the proof 
of Theorem 3.2 then show that F is a test set for E(G). U &ii~. 
tim!h”y 3.3. If EhrenfeLxht’s conjecture holds true, then for every DOL (D7W) 
language there effectively (exists a test set. 
PEW& Py Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 
Corollary 3.4, If Ehrenfeucht’s conjecture 
decidable. 
cl 
holds. then the following problems are 
(a) Morphism equf~~,knce on DOL languages, i.e. given a DOL system G and 
morphisms g, f, is g -=’ f? 
(C) HDOL sequence quivalence problem. 
(c! Morphism equkalence on DTOL languages. 
(d) DTOL sequence quivalence problem, see [6] or [3]. 
Proof. Obviously morphism equivalence is decidable for every family of lan- 
guages .9 such that for each L in 2 a test set effectively exists. Hence we have 
parts (a) and (b) by Corollary 3.3. The equivalence of (a) and (c) and also of (b) 
and (d) is shown in 131. Kl 
4. Simplicity degree of a language 
The aim of this section is to introduce a notion which, we believe, not only gives 
support for the validity of Ehrenfeucht’s conjecture but is interesting on its own, 
too. The notion, simplicity degree of a language, yields a classification for 
simpfifiable languages defined in [S]. 
DefGtion. Let L c I3’*. The simplicity degree of L, in symbols sd(L), is defined by 
sd(L) = rnin(lFi 1 
For - morphism h : G* + 
by d(h) = sd(h(,ub). 
It is clear that for any 
sd(L& min(/TI, 
and for any morphism h 
sd(h&(Zl. 
A* the simplicity degr;: e of h, in symbols sd( h), is defined 
language L 
P-4 
F’ollowing [8] we call a language or a morphism siPnpZ@uble if its simplicity degree 
is strictly smaller than 1x1. By a per&k language or a morphism we mean a 
language or a morphism having the simplicity degree equal to 1. 
Our next result, a characterization result for h-free morphisms, provides a tool 
to show some simpltiability properties of morph&s. The proof of this result goes 
along the lines of the proof of Theorem 1 in [lo], 
Tborem 4.1. For each A-free morphism h : C* 4 A* there exist a &we@ f : 2: + 
A* for some & G C, a coding c : C* + ST, and a quasiatomic morphism m : C* --, 
2Z* such that h=focw. 
hf. We first assume that the set L = (h(a) 1 a E 2) is a biprefix. For each a in C 
let [a] = {b E 25 1 h(a) = h(b)}. This yields a partition of X. Let a1 be a fixed 
element of the equivalence class [a]. Now the decomposition follows Fwhen we 
define&={al(aEX},f=h/&,rr= I and c by the condition c(u) = a,, for each a 
in E. 
Secondly, assume that L is not a biprefix, say L is not a prefix (the other case is 
symmetric). Then there exist letters a and 6 such that h(a) = h(b)u for some 
nonempty u. We define morphisms h' : 2” + A* and p : iiY* 4 C* by 
( h’(a) = u, 
1 h’(x) = h(x) otherwise, 
and 
p(a) = ba, 
p(x) =x otherwise. 
Clearly, h = h’ 0 p and p is atomic. Moreover, 
(*tc) a,x IhWl> c Ih’(dl. 
ClGX 
If the set {h’(u) I a E J$} is not a biprefix we apply the above procedure to h’. By 
(*), we finally encounter the assumptions of the first part of this proof. Hence, the 
theorem follows. Cl 
As an immediate corollary we obtain. 
CO~OUIBBY 4.1. The semigroup of A-free morphisms from X* into itself is generated 
by biprefixes, codings and atomic morphisms. 
As an application to simplifiability results we state: 
Corollary 4.2. Let 2’ be any set of h -free morphisms of 2 * containing biprefixes and 
atomic morphisms and closed under composition. If h is not in Sre, then h is 
simplifiable. 
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Proof. If h is not A-free, then, clearly, h is simplifiable. So assume that h is 
h-free and not in %?. By Theorem 4.1, h has a representation h = f 0 c 0 T, where f 
is a biprefk, c is a coding and 7r is a composition of atomic morphisms. If c would 
be a permutation, then, by the properties of @, k would be in Sre. So Ic(Z)l <IX\, 
i.e. 11 is simplifiable. 9 
Corollary 4.2 provides a uniform and simple proof for a result originally proved 
for codes in [S] and strengthened for bounded delay codes in [12]. 
CoroUary 4.3. lf h is not a bounded delay code, then it is simplifiable. 
Proof. The properties of %? in Corollary 4.2 are obviously satisfied by codes and 
easy to verify also for bounded delay codes (in the same direction). 0 
As a final corollary we give a simple proof of Theorem 1.3.4 from [9]. 
Corollary 4.4. Let x and y be words in 2’ . If they satisfy a non-trivial identity, i.e. 
xu - yo for some u and v in {x, y)*, then sd({x, y}) = 1. 
Proof. By the identity xu = yu, {x, y) is not a code. Consequently, by Corollary 3, 
{x. y) is simplifiable, i.e. periodic. III 
WC shall generalize Corollary 4 to the three word case later. 
Next we turn to consider Ehrenfeucht’s conjecture in the light of simplifiability. 
WC first derive two simple reduction results. 
Theorem 4.2. Any system S of equations over ,C* is equivalent o a system S’, 
N?here constants occur only in equations of the form x, = (1 with a E C and x, is an 
urzknown. 
Proof. For each a in ,C occurring ill equations of S as a constant we introduce a 
new variable x,. Now S’ is obtained from S by replacing all occurrences of letters 
in equations by the corresponding variables and adding to the system equations 
x,,-a. 0 
To k able to state our second reduction result we need the following notion. 
LP S be a system of equations without constants. We say that a solution of S is 
ncrurrti:4ar iff all its components are nonempty. Wc also say that two systems of 
cquati:~ns ;1rz non-singularly equivalent iff they have exactly the same nonsingular 
solutions. 
Theorem 4.3. lf an y system of equaiions ( without cons tan ts) is nonsingulari’y equiva -
lent to its finite subsysrem, then Conjecture A hoUs. 
Proof. Let S he a system of equations with unknowns IV. For each subset A of N 
we define a morphism <bA : IV* ---* N* by setting 
djA(x)=x if x#A, 
&(x)=h if XEA. 
Moreover, let SA he the system of equations obtained from S by applying <bA to 
each of its equations. 
Now we assume that each system of equations has nonsingularly equivalent 
subsystem. Let FA he such a system for each SA. Let further F he a finite 
subsystem of S satisfying: if u = u is an equation in some FA, then there exist in F 
an equation 24’ = o’ such that +A (u’) = u and 4,&‘) = o. By the construction, it is 
immediate that F is equivalent to S. Hence, the theorem follows. 0 
Example 4.1. Let L =(aab, baa, x}, with x$ {aab, baa}*, and (h, g) a pair of 
morphisms, h $ g, agreeing on L. We consider sd(L(h, g)), where L(h, gl= 
{h(S), g(Z)}. Clearly, sd(L(h, g))s4. Moreover, since h(aab) = g(aab), h(a), 
h(b), g(a) and g(b) satisfy a nontrivial identity and thus, by Corollary 4.3. 
sd(L(h, g))c3. Indeed, as shown in [S], h and g, assuming that ih(a Ig(a)l, are 
of the form 
(**P) 
a + dW’&, 
h:b y 
a + dW, 
g: 
-+ , b + ew# 
for some words (Y, p and y with ap # A and t 30. Now, substituting (* *) into 
h(baa) = g(baa) we obtain a nontrivial identity for a, 0 and y. Consequently, the 
set {a, p, y} is simplifiable, and therefore sd( L(h, g)) G 2. In fact, in [S ] it is shown 
that h and g are obtained from several formulas involving two variables and some 
parameters. Again we substitute these formulas to h(x) = g(x) and obtain, in all 
the cases, a nontrivial identity for these two variables, as shown in [SJ. Therefore, 
sd(L( h, g)) = 1, i.e. h and g are periodic. 
We believe that the above is true in general, too. That is to say: if two distinct 
morphisms h and g over {a, b)” agree on one word. then sd(L(h, g)) < 3, if they 
agree on two distinct r-primitive words, then sd(L(h, g)) < 2, and, finally, if they 
agree on three distinct r-primitive words, then sd(L(h, g)) = 1, i.e. h and g are 
periodic. Here, the r-primitiveness means that none of the prefixes of a word has 
the same ratio of the occurrences of letters as the whole word, cf. [S]. If our belief 
is true, then it would immediately imply the validity of a conjecture made in 151: 
any regular equality set over {a, b}“, i.e. the set of the form {x ~{a, b}” 1 h(x) = 
g(x)}, is generated by at most two words. 
Even in the general case, i.e. when the number of variables is arbitrary and we 
are not restricted to cquritions of tbc specla! form h(x) = g(xj, we do not ‘Know 
an; 1’ exainple violating the statement: If S is the system of n (121 independent 
equations without constants, then each of its nonsingular solutions is of the 
simplicity degree of at most IX\- FL In particular, if n 3 1X1- 1, then all nonsingu- 
lar solutions of S are periodic. 
Clearly, by Theorems 4.2 and 4.3, the above statement, if valid, implies a 
positive answer to Conjecture A. Although we are not able to prove the 
statement even in the case of three variables (for a special case, cf. Theorem 4.4) 
we feel that our considerations, especially the notion of the simplicity degree and 
Corollary 4.3, gives a support for the validity of Ehrenfeucht’s conjecture. In the 
case of two variables the above statement is nothing else but our Corollary 4.4. 
Consequently, Conject.ure A is valid in this case. 
The difficulties in trying to prove the above statement in general arise as 
follows. Given a finite system S of independent equations and a single equation 
~4 = u such that also! S U {u = u} is independent, i.e. all of the solutions of S are not 
solutions of u = v. Assume that the simplicity degree of any solution of S is at 
most nt. i.e. any solution is obtained from an expression involving at most m 
variables. Now, is it possible that for some expressions when substituted in u = e, 
no restriction for the nr variables is obtained? If this is not possible, then the 
inductive application of Corollary 4.3 would imply the above statement. 
The nonsingularity in the statement is needed to avoid some trivialities. Indeed, 
if we apply the morphism 4.4 of the proof of Theorem 4.3 to nonidentical 
equations there is no guarantee that the equations remain nonidentical, i.e. when 
considc:red singular solutions the step-by-step simplification, as shown in Example 
4.1, need not work. Indeed, we have a counter example. 
Example 4.2. Let US 
i 
xyz = yzx, 
xzy = zyx. 
The general solution 
I 
X, v. ZE(Y* 
consider the following system of equations 
for some a, 
[x = A. y I‘@, 2 = y for some @ and y. 
This is seen, for exampl c, as an application of Theorem 4.4. Clearly, our system is 
independent. Its all nonsingular solutions are of the simplicity degree Ii, as the 
statc’mcnt demands, but it has singular solutions of the simplicity degree 2. 
X: finish this section with a partial solution for Conjecture A in the case of 
three v;:;ables. Our result is, in a sense, a generalidstion of Corollary 4.4, and thus 
we believe it is of interest on its own. 
Theorem 4.4. Every tm~singular solution of the systetn 
S(0): 
i 
x0 = YP, 
_xy = z6, 
where w PI y attd 6 are words over (x, y, z}, is of the simplicity degree 1. 
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proof, Let u = o be an arbitrary equation over three variables and without 
constants uch that neither u is a prefix of v nor v is a prefix of u. Further let the 
maximal common prefix of u and v be of length k and let u&+1 and uk+l denote 
the (k + 1)st variables of u and v, respectively. We define first( u = U) = { z++~, 
vk+& By definition, whenever fkst(u = v) is decked, its cardinality is two. 
Clearly, the system S(0) has the property: 
first(x4X = yp) # fkst(xy = 26). (1) 
Now, we claim that this property is preserved in the following operation: Let 
x = TX’, where r < y/3 and x’ is a new variable, or y = ~‘y’, where $4 xcy and y’ is 
a new variable. A new system S(l) is obtained from S(0) by replacing each 
occurrence of x by 7’~’ or, in the second case, by replacing each y by ~‘y’. 
Let us denote the new equations, now over (x’_ y, z) or {x, y’, z), by ~~(1) and 
s&l). Assume first that S(1) is obtained by the replacement of x by TX’. Then, for 
the first equation first(s,(P)) = {x’, w}, where w E (y, z}, and for the second equa- 
tion first(s#)) = (y, z}. Consequently, first(s,(l)) # Grst(s*( 1)). If, on the other 
hand, S( 1) is obtained by the replacement of y by ~‘y’, then F&t(sl( 1)) = {w, y’}, 
where w E{X, z}, and first(s2(1)) =(x, z}, and so again tist(s#)) #first(s2(1)). 
By induction, we now conclude that we may iterate the above operation and 
still the nonequality of (1) remains valid for new systems. Let us denote the 
(i + 1)st system by S(i) and its equations by sr(i) and z+(i). 
Our second claim is that if we make the following operation for S(0) (or the 
corresponding operation for any S(i)), then the second equation of S(0) (or S(i)) 
does not change into the identity. The operation is: any occurrence of x in S(0) is 
replaced by a non-empty prefix of yp, c.Pr any occurrence of y is replaced by a 
nonempty prefix of xa, in other words, we make our first operation by assuming 
that X’ and y’ are empty. The validity of this claim is easy to verify. Indeed, in 
both the cases the first variable of s*(O) MI the right hand side remains unchanged, 
i.e. z, while the first variable of ~(1) on the left hand side will be y or x. 
Let us now refer our first operation by a and our second operation by b. Then, 
clearly, the word a%, for n 20, makes S(0) to the system, whose variables x(n), 
y(n), z(n) and the original variables x, y, z are related as follows: 
x(0)=x, ym=y, z(O)=z, (2) 
X(i) = f,(y(i), z(i)) x(i + 1) for i < n, 
y(i) = $$(X(i), z(i)) y(i + 1) for i < n, (3) 
z(i) = h,(x(i), y(i)) z(i + 1) for i < n, 
and 
x(n) =fn(y(n), z(n)L 
y(n) = g,,Mn), z(n)), 
z(n) = kidn), y(n)), 
(4) 
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where the functions &, g and hi, for i = 0,. . . , n, are used to describe what is the 
actual ith operation. !5o, in all cases, functions fi, gi and .!+ are some fixed 
cat.cnations of their arguments and moreover, for each i, exactly one of them 
yields a nonempty word. 
Now we claim that any (x(O), y(O), z(O)) obtained in the above way using 
nonempty values of variables is of the simplicity degree 1. Indeed, by its recursive 
definition it is expressable by using only two words. Moreover, these two words 
satisfy a nontrivial identity, namely the identity which is obtained from s&r - 1) 
after the substitution of (4). Observe, however, that to get this nontrivial identity 
for these words we must use nonempty values of variables. 
Finally, we are ready to finish this proof. It is enough to show that every 
nonsingular solution of S(0) is obtained from formulas (2)-(4) for some choices of 
functions fi. g and hi. This is, actually, quite immediate. Indeed, if (3, j?, Z) is a 
given triple of nonempty words satisfying S(O), then it must satisfy st(0) and 
hence. depending on the relative lengths of f, f and Z, it defines the sequence of 
operations a followed by one operation 6. That is to say, (3, 7, Z) satisfies the 
formulas (2)-(4) for this fixation and for some nonempty values of variables. 0 
Without the assumption first (~~(0)) # first(s,(O)) Theorem 4.4 does not hold, as 
it is seen by considering the system S’ defined by 
xy = yz, xxy = yzz 
Now, first(xy = yx) = {x, y} = first(xxy = yzz) and, however. S1 has a nonperiodic 
nonsingular solution x = ab, y = a, z = ba. Observe, however, that S’ (or even the 
infinite system {x’y = yz’ 1 i 2 1)) is equivalent to a single equation xy = yz only. 
Consequently. S, is not independent. So an open question arises: Is Theorem 4.4 
valid for ii+ 1 LUYyendent pairs of equations? 
Note added h prwf 
C. Choffrut pointed out to the authors that the answer to the open question is 
negative (for more discussion see Springer Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 
Vol. 140, pp. 128-140). 
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